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BDN FASTENERS

BDN FASTENERS
The Golden Standard in Fasteners.
Comply wi th Austral ian Standard AS3566

40 Years Warranty

Steel Wire: AISI 1022 grade carbon steel wires are long lasting, tough, and difficult to
break providing high shear, tension, torque, tension and pullout strength.

Withstands at least 1000hrs of salt-spray testing, which is an accelerated corrosion test 
according to AS3566.2:2002 for Class 3 Corrosion Resistance Requirements.

EPDM Washers: Superior quality Registered DEKS Blue Line Marking washers are 
non-conductive, Heat, UV and Ozone Resistant, and comes with a 20 year warranty.

Production Control：Actively monitoring and controlling quality every step of production.

Light to Moderate Industr ia l  Use.
Designed for l ight  to moderate industr ia l  faci l i t ies
or warehouses in smal l  or  up to medium scale
industr ia l  areas.



5
YEARS

Coastal Areas
Coastal Areas located 2 kilometers away from the coast.

10
YEARS

Small Industrial Zone
Areas located in or adjacent to small industrial zones.

40
YEARS

Dry, Rural Areas
Areas remote from the coast and sources of pollution; 
as well as all of the areas listed below.

30
YEARS

Mild Urban or Rural Areas

Areas at least 2 kilometers away from any type of industry, light or heavy.

Areas far from the coast with no impact from salt water spray.

Areas with little to no chemical pollution, including but not limited to
natural chemicals such as ammonia from livestock or carbonmonoxide
from log-fire.

15
YEARS

Light Industrial or Urban Areas

Built up areas constituted of high human population and infrastructures.

Areas at least 1~2 kilometers away from light industrial or urban areas.

Light industrial zones, light manufacturing, warehousing, distribution, 
or limited light intensity activity areas.

Characteristics Warranty Period

The warranty
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Manufacturer

Warranty Terms and 
Conditions

1 BDN FASTENERS guarantees that within the scope of warranty categorized in the 
environmental characteristics, the characteristics of the screw should not alter due 
to corrosion or surface treatment failure.

2 The warranty should be in affect starting from the date of purchase or 
the date of installation.

3 Should any damage occur in the state mentioned in 1., the customer will be compensated 
with screws of the same specification, and with the same or equivalent coating.

4 Any warranty claim should be notified in written form and executed only after the damaged 
goods have been inspected by authorized or Broaden appointed third party personnel.

6 The warranty is void if damages are found to be deliberate either during or after installation 
or via with chemicals (e.g. Direct contact with wet concrete). Screws that were stored 
incorrectly prior to installation or used for the wrong application will also void warranty.

5 The scope of this warranty does extend to nor include indirect or collateral damages.

7 This is a non transferable limited warranty which is only valid for the original owner/buyer.


